6th Grade 2018 Summer Reading List
Dear Parents,
We are so excited about our summer reading lists, which include many wonderful selections with
something for everyone! Students are expected to read and complete a google form for at least three
books; one from each list below: Historical Fiction, Non-Fiction, and Realistic Fiction
Links for Google Forms
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A wonderful source for more books is the American Library Association’s Annual List of Notable books:
http://www.ala.org/alsc/awardsgrants/notalists/ncb. Or one of the following:
●
School Library Journal
●
YALSA Booklists
●
National Book Awards
●
NYT Children’s Middle Grade
●
NPR Books

Historical Fiction: Choose one from this section:

The Inquisitor's Tale: Or, The Three Magical Children and
Their Holy Dog Paperback – March 20, 2018 by Adam
Gidwitz (Author), Hatem Aly (Illustrator)

“On a dark night in 1242, travelers gather at a small French inn. It is a perfect night
for a story, and everyone in the kingdom is consumed by the tale of three children:
Jeanne, a peasant girl who has visions of the future; William, a young monk with
supernatural strength; and Jacob, a young boy who can heal any wound.”

The Midwife's Apprentice Paperback – June 19, 2012 by
Karen Cushman (Author)
From the author of "Catherine, Called Birdy" comes another spellbinding novel set
in medieval England. The girl known only as Brat has no family, no home, and no
future until she meets Jane the Midwife and becomes her apprentice. As she helps
the sharp-tempered Jane deliver babies, Brat-who renames herself Alyce-gains
knowledge, confidence, and the courage to want something from life: "A full belly, a
contented heart, and a place in this world."

Realistic Fiction: Choose one from this list

Hello, Universe Hardcover – March 14, 2017 by Erin Entrada Kelly
(Author), Isabel Roxas (Illustrator)

In this story told from various viewpoints, including a bully, a deaf girl, a fortune-teller,
and more, a rescue is performed, revealing bravery in the midst of fear. (Newbery
Medal Book)
In one day, four lives weave together in unexpected ways. Virgil Salinas is shy and
kind hearted and feels out of place in his crazy-about-sports family. Valencia
Somerset, who is deaf, is smart, brave, and secretly lonely, and she loves everything
about nature. Kaori Tanaka is a self-proclaimed psychic, whose little sister, Gen, is always following
her around. And Chet Bullens wishes the weird kids would just stop being so different so he can
concentrate on basketball. They aren't friends, at least not until Chet pulls a prank that traps Virgil
and his pet guinea pig at the bottom of a well. This disaster leads Kaori, Gen, and Valencia on an
epic quest to find missing Virgil.

Echo by Pam Munoz Ryan: An impassioned, uplifting, and virtuosic tour
de force from a treasured storyteller. Lost and alone in a forbidden
forest, Otto meets three mysterious sisters and suddenly finds himself
entwined in a puzzling quest involving a prophecy, a promise, and a
harmonica. Decades later, Friedrich in Germany, Mike in Pennsylvania,
and Ivy in California each, in turn, become interwoven when the very
same harmonica lands in their lives. All the children face daunting
challenges: rescuing a father, protecting a brother, holding a family
together. And ultimately, pulled by the invisible thread of destiny, their suspenseful solo
stories converge in an orchestral crescendo.
Richly imagined and masterfully crafted, Echo pushes the boundaries of genre, form,
and storytelling innovation to create a wholly original novel that will resound in your
heart long after the last note has been struck -Amazon

Out of My Mind by, Susan Draper: Born with cerebral palsy, Melody,
10, has never spoken a word. She is a brilliant fifth grader trapped in an
uncontrollable body. Her world is enhanced by insight and intellect, but
gypped by physical limitations and misunderstandings. She will never
sing or dance, talk on the phone, or whisper secrets to her friends. She's
not complaining, though; she's planning and fighting the odds. In her
court are family, good neighbors, and an attentive student teacher.
Pitted against her is the "normal" world: schools with limited resources,
cliquish girls, superficial assumptions, and her own disability. Melody's life is tragically

complicated. She is mainly placed in the special-ed classroom where education means
being babysat in a room with replayed cartoons and nursery tunes. Her supportive
family sets her up with a computer. She learns the strength of thumbs as she taps on a
special keyboard that finally lets her "talk." When she is transitioned into the regular
classroom, Melody's undeniable contribution enables her class to make it to the national
quiz team finals. Then something happens that causes her to miss the finals, and she is
devastated by her classmates' actions. Kids will benefit from being introduced to Melody
and her gutsy, candid, and compelling story.—Alison Follos, North Country School,
Lake Placid, NY

Fish in a Tree by Lydia Mullay Hunt
Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart people. Every time she lands in
a new school, she is able to hide her inability to read by creating clever yet
disruptive distractions. She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you cure
dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath the trouble
maker. With his help, Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be
ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the world starts opening up
with possibilities. She discovers that there’s a lot more to her—and to everyone—than a label, and
that great minds don’t always think alike. A New York Times Bestseller!

Nonfiction: Choose one from this list

Charles and Emma, The Darwins’ Leap of Faith by Deborah Heiligman Charles
Darwin published The Origin of Species, his revolutionary tract on evolution and the
fundamental ideas involved, in 1859. Nearly 150 years later, the theory of evolution
continues to create tension between the scientific and religious communities. Challenges
about teaching the theory of evolution in schools occur annually all over the country. This
same debate raged within Darwin himself, and played an important part in his marriage:
his wife, Emma, was quite religious, and her faith gave Charles a lot to think about as he
worked on a theory that continues to spark intense debates. 2009 National Book Award
Finalist for Young People's Literature.

The Boys Who Challenged Hitler, Knud Pedersen and The Churchill Club
by Phillip Hoose
At the outset of World War II, Denmark did not resist German occupation.
Deeply ashamed of his nation's leaders, fifteen-year-old Knud Pedersen
resolved with his brother and a handful of schoolmates to take action against the
Nazis if the adults would not. Naming their secret club after the fiery British
leader, the young patriots in the Churchill Club committed countless acts of
sabotage, infuriating the Germans, who eventually had the boys tracked down and arrested. But
their efforts were not in vain: the boys' exploits and eventual imprisonment helped spark a full-blown
Danish resistance. Interweaving his own narrative with the recollections of Knud himself, The Boys
Who Challenged Hitler is National Book Award winner Phillip Hoose's inspiring story of these young
war heroes. A Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Honor Winner

El Deafo by Ceci Bell
The Phonic Ear gives Cece the ability to hear—sometimes things she
shouldn’t—but also isolates her from her classmates. She really just wants to fit in
and find a true friend, someone who appreciates her as she is. After some trouble,
she is finally able to harness the power of the Phonic Ear and become “El Deafo,
Listener for All.” And more importantly, declare a place for herself in the world and
find the friend she’s longed for.

Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings: A Memoir written by Margarita
Engle
Cuban? American? Lush island paradise or fast-paced city living? These are the
two worlds that Margarita Engle eloquently describes through lyrical, free-verse
poems as she attempts to define herself, her family, and her country within the
context of being biracial during the United States’ invasion of Cuba at the Bay of
Pigs. The power of this book lies in the emotional connections and vivid imagery
evoked by observing the simple differences between Engle’s two families as she deftly explores both
cultures’ customs and traditions. YALSA Nonfiction Finalist

